December 15, 2017

Brooke Rinaudo, 318.797.5108 (brooke.rinaudo@lsus.edu)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LSU SHREVEPORT TO HOLD Fall 2017 COMMENCEMENT

The LSU Shreveport Fall Commencement ceremony is set for Sunday, December 17, at 2 p.m. at CenturyLink Center in Bossier City, LA. Among the participants, 763 degrees will be awarded to graduates who have completed programs in the College of Arts & Sciences, and the College of Business, Education and Human Development.

“Each of our graduates are beginning a new chapter of their lives and we are extremely proud of their achievements today,” said Chancellor of LSU Shreveport, Larry Clark. “The LSUS community and I wish our Pilots the best future and hope that they will continue to be passionate and show commitment in everything that they do in the years to come.”

The commencement address will be given by Dr. Phillip Rozeman. Dr. Rozeman is the founder of Willis-Knighton Cardiology and has been recognized over the last decade as one of America’s Top Cardiologist by the Consumer Research Council. He is the second recipient of the John Miciotto Lifetime Healthcare Achievement Award in Shreveport-Bossier and has previously been honored by LSU Shreveport as Pilot of the Year and Alumnus of the Year.

Dr. Rozeman has served as Chairman of the Board of the Greater Shreveport Chamber, LSUS Foundation, Shreveport Medical Society, Alliance for Education, Willis-Knighton Medical Staff, and the Citizens Advisory Group of the Shreveport-Caddo Master Plan. He also served as chair of statewide boards of Blueprint Louisiana and Education’s Next Horizon boards.

For his community leadership efforts, he has been named Business Leader of the Year by both the Shreveport and Minden Chambers of Commerce. He received the Spirit of Martin Luther King Award from the City of Shreveport and was inducted into the Junior Achievement Business Hall of Fame. He has been honored with the annual community service award of the Northwest Louisiana and the Acadiana United Way, Shreveport Bar Association, Blue Cross of Louisiana, Louisiana Department of Education, and Louisiana Association of Educators.

Dr. Rozeman is married to Alma Pineda Rozeman, who he met in Dr. Jimes’ microbiology class at LSUS. He has three children named Laura, Sarah, and Mark. Each one of his children have a
career in healthcare – Laura, an occupational therapist; Sarah, an ob/gyn physician; and Mark, a script coordinator in the writing room of the new hit show “The Good Doctor”.

Dr. Rozeman currently serves on the statewide board of the Louisiana Committee of 100, CABL, PAR, and LABI as well as local boards of the Alliance for Education, SBBA, Willis-Knighton, Shreveport Charter Foundation, Step Forward, and foundations of LSUS and BPCC. He has served on multiple legislative and governor commissions on education and healthcare during the administrations of Governors Blanco, Jindal, and Edwards.

Please join the LSU Shreveport faculty, staff, graduating students, and community in the Spring Graduation ceremony at the CenturyLink Center in Bossier City. This event will be a special time for our hard-working and dedicated students as they are recognized for their academic achievements and well-earned degrees.

Listed here are the graduates by college, degree and hometown.

**College of Arts & Sciences**  
**School of Humanities and Social Sciences**

**Master of Science**  
**Baton Rouge, LA** - Sharon Wilson Johnson, Crystal Hope Pichon  
**Benton, LA** - Shonda Euravette Lewis  
**Clinton, MS** - Deanna Dillard  
**Columbia, SC** - LaRuchala Amyrrh Murphy  
**Denham Springs, LA** - Kevin Clayton Lewis  
**Jefferson, TX** - Candice Lucille Thomas  
**Kenner, LA** - Allison Holt  
**Los Angeles, CA** - Hazel S. Gordon  
**Pasadena, CA** - Melissa Suzanne Vogt  
**Rockford, IL** - Nicole M. Lee  
**Shreveport, LA** - Orsvonyatta Janai Doty, Kimberly Anne Skyles, Jessie Lynn Smith  
**Stockton, CA** - Ivory Jewel Fakoury-Brown  
**West Monroe, LA** - Jessica Ouida Bostic  
**Westfield, NJ** - Cassie Lilly  
**Willow Grove, PA** - Megan Marie Michael  
**Zachary, LA** - Dorothy Diane Straughter-Parker

**Master of Arts**  
**Bossier City, LA** - Sarah Evangeline Welsh  
**Shreveport, LA** - Daniel Ray Gordy

**Bachelor of Arts**  
**Benton, LA** - Brittney DeAnn Downey  
**Bossier City, LA** - David Keith West  
**Greenwood, LA** - Trystin Leigh Reed  
**La Marque, TX** - Courtney Re’Nee Randle  
**Mansfield, LA** - Victoria Noel Horton

STONEWALL, LA - Shawon Cecil

WASKOM, TX - Leonard Henry Nichols III

Bachelor of Criminal Justice
GREENWOOD, LA - Spencer T. Liddle
HOSSTON, LA - LaTeesha Jonay Collins
SHREVEPORT, LA - Andrew Blake Culver, Dominique Daquoise Denise Moreland, William Charles Willcox, Ja'Lisa Lar'Shaye Wilson

Bachelor of Fine Arts
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Michael Lane Byrnes, Joshua Tracey Crochet, Carson Leigh Grill
RIVERVIEW, FL - Christopher McDaniel
SHREVEPORT, LA - Maria José Cervantes Castillo, Melanie M. Curry, Jonathan D. Fraser, Stephen Ray Knight, Carolyn Kortus, John Alan Monteverdi, Jonathan Mun Tauzin

Bachelor of General Studies
BENTON, LA - Anna Marie Pirhalla
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Michelle Ann Johns, Marjorie A. Selser, Lauren Ashley Thomas, Shonda Sherrie Volson, James Nelson Wiggins
GREENWOOD, LA - Ron Reginald Flowers
JACKSONVILLE, TX - Angel Luis Marroquin
KEITHVILLE, LA - Valerie Marcella Hudson
MINDEN, LA - Jennifer Carolyn Alewyne
SHREVEPORT, LA - Bonnitha Treniece Sweet, Katy Sparkman Tipton, Taskeen Begum, Roshunda Marie Bradley, Shannon Marie Cannon, SarahJayne Driskill, Nila Godoy Garcia, Jarrett Sheraud Lofton, Anne Marie Mazzanti, Britney Autumn Merolla, Bethany Elizabeth Pearce, Amy Esther Schreiber, Kristian B. Shephard, Rebecca Jo Summers, Kertrigus Lushun Thomas, Kristen Nicole Vercher, La'Queisha NaQuae Williams, Alexis Michelle Yarbrough

STONE MOUNTAIN, GA - Quiana Monai Tucker

School of Mathematics and Sciences

Master of Science
BENTON, LA - Dominique Yaounde' Johnson, Neal James Traweek
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Elizabeth Denise Cockerham, Adam Christopher Jordan, Kenny Duy Nguyen, Bryce Alan Pelfrey
HAUGHTON, LA - David Mark McFarland
HOUSTON, TX - Hector Rosette
LAWRENCEVILLE, GA - Olamide Aremu
NEW ORLEANS, LA - Kyle Patrick Shannon
PROSPER, TX - Mukesh Chandra Katla
RUSTON, LA - Stacia Ellen Jackson Greene
SHREVEPORT, LA - Faizan Danish Farooqui, Corterious Le'Pete Hayden, Christopher Kenneth
David Madere, Isabelle De Joya Vea, Kaleb Andrew Williamson

Bachelor of Science
BENTON, LA - Jake Andrew Grill, Ember Nicole Gryder
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Ethan Moore Garcia, Alexander Wilson Lott, Tyquincia Kiara Marshall, Johnathan Paul Thomas, Emilio Diolan Skinner, Minhthuy Nguyen Tong
DOYLINE, LA - Kelsey B. Morris
GRANT, LA - Blaise Philip Leonards II
HOUSTON, TX - Nantiporn Kate Inchun
KEITHVILLE, LA - Charles Richard Linder, Jr., Natalia DeMaria Muller, Daniel Joseph Vining

College of Business, Education and Human Development
School of Business
Master of Business Administration
ABBEVILLE, LA - Oyinkansola Onikepe Bode-Omololu, Scott Joseph Dailey
ACCRA, GH - Comfort Opoku
ACKERMAN, MS - Christopher N. Rosamond
ADDIS, LA - Lauren Campbell Johnson
ALABASTER, AL - Molly Jean Félix
ALEXANDRIA, LA - Caitlin Ann Chelette, Sally Coleman Cowan, Christina Goodrich Hathorn, Lee Claudette Moore
ALEXANDRIA, VA - Lazerick Cordell Poland
ARNAUDVILLE, LA - Judy Marie Celestine, Kasey Jude Melancon
ASHVILLE, NC - Joseph M. Martin
ATLANTA, GA - Amanda Kay Hill, Anthony Christopher Donald, Miah Jelisa Starks
AUSTIN, TX - Amanda Chinn
BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA - Joseph Anthony Riley
BAKER, LA - Anthony M. Venturella
BARKSDALE A.F.B., LA - Jeffrey Martinez
BASTROP, LA - Lexus De'niece Leopold
BENTON, LA - Marlene Broussard Robinson
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Taylor C. Andrews, Melissa Nicole Beard, Chelsea Alexis Feducia, Robert L. Fortune, Jr., Michael John Gaydos, Daniel Scott Grubbs, Kenny Devon Lee, Amy Christine Lemons, Jose Rigoberto Rivera-Santos, Robert L. Thomas, Jr.
BOURG, LA - Renee' Dugas Fonseca
BOYCE, LA - Kenneth D. Elliott
BRONX, NY - Ardian Leka
BROOKLYN, NY - Andrew Earl Carruthers
BRYSON CITY, NC - Michael Shane Owle
BURIEN, WA - Samnang Penh
CALGARY, AB - Liesel Ann Remedios
CANTON, OH - Samuel Thomas Faykus, Philip Brandon Smith
CARENCRO, LA - Travonda Shelvin Brown, Lucas Aaron Comeaux
CARLISLE, IA - Katherine Jean Honer
CARROLLTON, TX - Samantha Arlene Duran, Oluwafiyikemi Odusoga, Jonathan Earl Ray
CASPER, WY - Austin Olson
CASTOR, LA - Cynthia Nunn James
CHALMETTE, LA - Olmara Obando-Chavarria
CHARLOTTE, NC - Bianca Nicole Khatibi-Manesh, Christian Varnado
CHATHAM, NJ - Lauren Hendry, Michelle K. Hendry
CHAUVIN, LA - Brad Anthony Stoufflet
CLOVIS, CA - Thomas James Larson
COLLINSVILLE, OK - Kade Thomas Brewster
COLUMBIA, SC - Shantal R. Darby
COLUMBUS, OH - Lindsey Marie Bartkowski
COUSHATTA, LA - Brandon Paul Hillman
CYPRESS, TX - Jacquelyn Leal
DALLAS, OR - Caleb S. Martinez
DE PERE, WI - Michael Clancy McCormick
DELTONA, FL - Tyeisha Monaē Sargent
DENHAM SPRINGS, LA - Tyler Canizaro Dixon, Jasmond Maurice Brooks, Shelby Yvonne Wilson
DENVER, CO - Eric Ian Dahlgren
DERIDDER, LA - John A. Bruton III
DESOTO, TX - Tenika Boykins Luke
DICKINSON, TX - Chad Alan Anderson
DONALDSONVILLE, LA - Aimee Elizabeth Guillot
DURHAM, NC - Lisa Marie Garrett
EASTVALE, CA - Afua Adjeiwaaw Yawson
EDGARD, LA - Taylor Lauren Lewis, LaRon Jamar Louis
ELM GROVE, LA - Kenneth Dale White
EUDORA, KS - Corie Christen Pritchard
EVERETT, WA - Arianne Anderson Copeland
FAIRBORN, OH - Andrea Nichole Spagnuolo
FAIRBURN, GA - Briana Ashley Brant
FAIRHOPE, AL - Kimberly Hall Neal
FAIRPORT, NY - Zachary Edwards
FAYETTEVILLE, AR - Lindon Wayne Davis
FINDLAY, OH - Kaitlyn Sue Bishop
FLUSHING, NY - Yi Hyun Choi
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL - Tka Llarissa Joy Nemphard
FORT OGLETHORPE, GA - John Martin Geiger
GARLAND, TX - Emily Ann Martineau
GERMANTOWN, WI - Kim Lee Leukert
GERMANTOWN, MD - Stanley Michael Pezzanite
GLENDALE, CA - Colton Dean Morrison
GOLDEN, CO - Torrance Blake Delgado
GONZALES, LA - Laura Michelle Poché
GRANBURY, TX - Mary Kay Weiss
GREAT FALLS, MT - John Wayne Wallner
GREENVILLE, SC - Ezell Allen Smith III
GREENWELL SPRINGS, LA - Kristi Lynn Levatino, Kacy Rachelle Tarver
GRETNAL, LA - Crystal Gaston Anderson
GRISWOLD, CT - Michelle Lynn Holowaty
HALLS, TN - Robert Alexander Harris
HAMILTON, LA - Haley Elizabeth Burke, Tatiana Calahan White, Danielle Elise Willie
HARAN, LA - Dustin William Dantin
HARVEY, LA - Tyesha Brown Alexander
HATTIESBURG, MS - Jesse Allen Folds
HATTIESBURG, MS - Darryl Wesley Wilson
HAUGHTON, LA - Erin Brewster Hicks, Zachary Rougeau, Christopher R. Willcox
HAWTHORNE, CA - Minh Cao Pham
HIALEAH, FL - Daniel J. Tapanes
HIGHLAND PARK, NJ - Jason Brandler
HOBOKEEN, NJ - Ryan John Rudnicki
HOUMA, LA - Tyler Paul Boquet, Monique Brunet Domangue, Brody Joseph Huber
HOUSTON, TX - Shanel LaTrice Carter
IDAHO FALLS, ID - Robert Clayton England
INDIANAPOLIS, IN - Quinn Hughes Hancock
JACKSON, MS - Amber L. Owens
JEFFERSON, TX - Taylor M. Smith
JERSEY VILLAGE, TX - Brandon John Grenier
KATY, TX - Chad Allen Sussen
KENNER, LA - Scott Joseph Walters, Kieran Daniel Donegan
KETTERING, OH - Michael Terry Baker
KINDER, LA - Jacob Ryan Courville
KINDER, LA - Emily Gingras Olivier
LAFAYETTE, LA - Garrick Jamal Brown, Jessica Danielle Frazier, Jarret Charles Going,
                              Blake Allen Johnson
LAKE CHARLES, LA - Indya SH'heria Malvo
LAKE ZURICH, IL - Matthew Paul Fajnor
LAKELAND, FL - Meredith Yvonne Pope, Kathleen Dale Wallen
LAKWOOD, NJ - Ryan Feeley
LAPLACE, LA - Stacy Lorraine Wallace
LAROSE, LA - Phat Tan Bach
LAS VEGAS, NV - Jenny Marie Brinkman
LAWRENCEVILLE, GA - Lauren Danielle Dixon
LEAWOOD, KS - Keyaira J. Richest
LEESBURG, GA - Torey Alaine Jones
LOGANVILLE, GA - Jamie K. George
LONG BEACH, CA - Fern Fenwick Nueno
LOREAUVILLE, LA - Ryan Breaux Berard
LOS ALAMOS, NM - Beatrice N. Odezulu
LOUISVILLE, KY - Mary Alyssa Feldkamp, Jonathan Thomas Freeman
LOWELL, AR - Jeremy Daniel Carpenter
MANDEVILLE, LA - Stephen Gerard DeSalvo, Michael Christopher Nation, Albert S. Pappalardo, Jr.
MANVEL, TX - Nancy Kem unto Bosire
MARION, AR - Amanda B. Miller
MARTHAVILLE, LA - Eboni Parker Hayes
MASENA, NY - Jessica Marie Raspitha
MASSILLON, OH - Jaime Nichole Stoffer
MASSILLON, OH - Timothy J. Stoffer
MAXTON, NC - James Christopher Lowery
MEDICAL SPRINGS, OR - Lea Grace Gettle
MERIDIAN, MS - Andrew Dylan Phillips
METAIRIE, LA - Trevor Bickham, Douglas John Blythe, John Anthony Guerineau, Menelik Kojo Hill-Odom, Adam Chase Migliore, Radzell Anne Rosales, Patricia Ronnessa White
MIAMI, FL - Lauren Kelsey Van Bree
MOBILE, AL - Morgan Rose Harlan
MONROE, GA - George Christopher Bailey
MONROE, LA - Cedric Wade Crossley, Jr., Leshona Lanetta Jefferson, Jessica Marie Washington
MORENO VALLEY, CA - Eric Nix Huegerich
NAPOLEONVILLE, LA - Brent Paul Blanchard
NATRONA HEIGHTS, PA - Carly Marie Duffy
NEW BOSTON AFS, NH - Melanie Farr Thompson
NEW IBERIA, LA - Hayley R. Boutte, Zachary James Galatas, Chelsea Rae Kinsey
NEW LLAGO, LA - Tara S. Smith
NORWALK, CT - Marcel Vincent Rashad Seymour
OMAHA, NE - James Durham Monroe
OVIEDO, FL - Stephanie Anne Bryant
OXFORD, FL - Paul William Cotta
PALM HARBOR, FL - Cherlyn Reid French
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL - Jason Allen Myers
PARKER, CO - Paromita Mukhopadhyay, Subhashish Sahu
PARKERSBURG, WV - Michael Scott McCartney
PENSACOLA, FL - Michelle C. Adebiiyi
PHILADELPHIA, PA - Ritesh Mehra
PHOENIX, AZ - Alyssa Graham
PINEVILLE, LA - Michael David Hein, Justin Michael McDaniel
PISCATAWAY, NJ - Jessica Erin Graisse-Szymonowicz
PLAINVILLE, CT - Robert Adam Michalik, Jr.
PLANO, TX - Geraldnisha Theresa Oatis
POMPANO BEACH, FL - Mirlyne Jean
PONTE VEDRA BEACH, FL - Seth Anderson Wardell
PORT HUENEME, CA - John David Heineken
PRAIRIEVILLE, LA - Barrett Breaux Berard, Erin Amelia Broadway, Danielle Lynn Chambers, Gregory Joseph Phillips II, Sakina Lanita Tyson, Brian Elliott Williams
PRATTVILLE, AL - Alina Marie Thomas
PRIDE, LA - Robert Lamar Dunbar, Sr.
PUYALLUP, WA - Brian A. Crick
RACELAND, LA - Benjamin Joseph Duet
RAYNE, LA - Krystal Ja'nae Chevis, Jared Blake Duplichain
RICHMOND, TX - Chandra LaShawn Robinson, Daniel Anthony Castro
ROCHESTER, NY - Amber LaTeal Robins
ROSWELL, GA - Michael Anthony Baez
SAINT FRANCISVILLE, LA - Letonie Whitaker
SAINT GABRIEL, LA - Nadia R. Daigre
SAN ANTONIO, TX - Jacob Lee Davis
SAN ANTONIO, TX - Marlon John-Henry Graham
SANFORD, FL - Richard Lawrence Alpizar
SANFORD, FL - Aikeih Kayese Wilder
SCOTTSDALE, AZ - Brandy Lynn Ficek
SHARON, MA - Joseph Tadgh Aylward
SHERWOOD, OR - Bryse Maria Bishoff
SIDNEY, OH - Emily DeAnna Schlater Neu
SILVER CITY, SD - Ammie Renee Michaels
SKYBURG, MN - Jack Thorne Metcalf III
SLIDELL, LA - Lisa Denson Roberson, Sandra Albert Keen, Crystal Margarete Miceli
SMILEY HEIGHTS, CA - Lon D. Mapes
SPANISH FLAT, CA - Adan-Jose Garcia Iracheta
SPARTANBURG, SC - Chelsea Michele Williams
SPRINGDALE, AR - Miles Nathan Chism
SPRINGFIELD GARDENS, NY - Jay A. Abdallah
ST. JOHNS, FL - Ryan Matthew Soehlig
STATE COLLEGE, PA - Michael C. Pagnotto
STERLING HTS, MI - Tony Turcanu
STOCKBRIDGE, GA - Kristelle Jahn Beecher
STONE MOUNTAIN, GA - Alexis Andre’ Winters
STRRET, AL - Brandon Patton Hagood
TACOMA, WA - Ryan Christopher Butler
TAMPA, FL - Sai Prakash Ramachandran, Charles Joseph Coombe
TEMPE, AZ - Kenneth Angelo DeFine, Shane Raymond Storm
THIBODAUX, LA - Shelby Genelle DiMiceli, Tamara Monique Johnson
UPLAND, CA - Benjamin Gustaf Johnson
UPPER MARLBORO, MD - Patrick Desamours
VERNAL, UT - Dalton Blair Wharton
VILLE PLATTE, LA - Candice Brook Fusilier
VISTA GROVE, GA - Laxmi Baral
VOORHEES, NJ - Autumn Mayne Carter
WALKER, LA - Jason William Vidaurre
WALNUTTOWN, PA - Brock Austin Cahoon
WASHINGTON, LA - Tanya Hubbard-Chatman, Benjamin Noah Myers
WAYNESBORO, GA - Charles Blake Gay
WEST MONROE, LA - April Lewing
WEST PALM BEACH, FL - Jason Powell
WEST UNION, OR - Nora A. Knapp
WHITAKER, PA - Zachary William Redpath
WHITE OAK, OH - Alexandra Paige Vaughn
WINNFIELD, LA - Joshlan Sheantrell Raymo
WOBURN, MA - Niraimathi Bella Sundararaju
WOODSTOCK, GA - Sirena E. Courtney
YOUNGSVILLE, LA - Robert Dakota Byrd, Henry Horatio Handy, Jennifer Segura Nugent
ZACHARY, LA - Terezla Meché Montgomery, Jodi Gayle Conachen
ZEPHYRHILLS, FL - Eric Alberto Nieves

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS - Khurshid Mushtaq Abbasi, Noor Ahmed Abid Sharif, Mohamed Farouk Mostafa Fahmy Eltabarany

Master of Health Administration
ALEXANDRIA, LA - Matthew James Smart
AMA, LA - Nicole Jene’ Hall
ATLANTA, GA - Jessica Elizabeth Jones, Daniel Patrick Linehan
BAKER, LA - Shandolyn Danielle Thomas
BATON ROUGE, LA - Lauri Eichler Alario, Janessa Tachelle Frazier, Whitley DanYelle Garrison, Alicia Shanta Jeffcoat, Katherine Privat Stewart
BEAUMONT, TX - Cecilee Antoinette Roberson
BENTLEY, LA - Jamie L. Martinez
BENTON, LA - Chelsea Nicole Walker
BOISE, ID - Cheyenne Merle Heiner
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Brandon Lee Talbot Emmer, Charles Gregory Guest, Brandy Michelle Johnson, Randi Renee' Weathersby
BRANDON, MS - Emile Raymond Craig III, Lisa M. Davis-Doty, Mary Kristen White
BRENTWOOD, TN - Nathan Wayne Hamlet
BROKEN ARROW, OK - Katherine T. Jones
BROOKFIELD, WI - Devon Bickham
BYRAM, MS - Kina Xaviera Woods
CANBY, OR - Heather Marie Baker
CASPER, WY - Hannah Ilene Gibbs
CHESAPEAKE, VA - Selena Sierra Sloan
CHICAGO, IL - Kristin Marie Campbell
CHRISTIANA, TN - Steven Mitchell Mahoney
CLARKSTON, WA - Katelyn Litchfield
COBLESKILL, NY - Emily Marie Fisk
COLUMBUS, MS - Danett Maples
CONYERS, GA - Kanetha Lynne Thomas
CROSSETT, AR - Christopher Scott Davidson
CUT OFF, LA - Karen Simoneaux Collins
DE PERE, WI - Carrie Elizabeth Condon
DENHAM SPRINGS, LA - Lauren Webb Laing
DES ALLEMANDS, LA - Jessica Hope Gardiner
ERIN, WI - Jennifer M. Wojak
EWING, NJ - Tiray Timothy Silvis
FRESNO, TX - Ashanti Danielle Brown
GEORGETOWN, TX - Kimberly Ann Nicholas
HAHNVILLE, LA - Amber Troxler Garza
HAMPTON, GA - Trent Arden Goode II
HOUMA, LA - Carley Charpentier Prejean
HOUSTON, TX - Britani Leigh Irwin
IRVINE, CA - Christina Randall Williams
IRVING, TX - Brijal J. Bhikha
JACKSONVILLE, NC - Plinio José De Los Santos
JACKSONVILLE, FL - Calvin Halfacre, Jr., Alicia Eve Ann Meltzer
JONESBORO, GA - Kayla Rachelle Rogler
KATY, TX - Angelica Marie Belford
KENNER, LA - Schrelle McLendon Jones
LAFAYETTE, LA - Amanda Arion Franklin, Lance Harrison Rouse
LAKE CHARLES, LA - Jimmy Dale Bennett, Jr.
LITTLE ROCK, AR - Robbie Hemmer
LOCUST GROVE, GA - Maxine Angella Rose
LULING, LA - Jennifer Lynne Chaix
METAIRIE, LA - Lindsey Klotz Caruso, Evan Randall Pierce, Karyn Ashley Sonnier
MIAMI, FL - Vanessa Marie Inchausti
MODESTO, CA - Simran Batth
MONROE, LA - John Henry Brown, LaMonica Monique Johnson
MONTGOMERY, AL - Julia Ann Parsons
NEW ORLEANS, LA - Wayada Trenish Hollins, Christine L. Manalla
NIXA, MO - Brian N. LaPlant
PARTRIDGE, IL - Bradley Ray Reach
PLANO, TX - Jonathan Layne Robbins
PONCHATOULA, LA - Bryan E. Burleson
PRATTVILLE, AL - Jennifer Barton Carter
ROBBINSVILLE, NJ - Alethia Christine Lazarus
SATSUMA, AL - Daisha R. Batiste
SAVANNAH, GA - NiAmber Laven'Jaé Harris
SHREVEPORT, LA - Stephanie Doyle Bell, Donald Lee Bullock, Jr., Shakarra Monique Clemons, Del'Quishia Quintel Collins, Jennifer Crawford, Daniel Thomas Scobey
SLIDELL, LA - Jeffery H. Edge, Alexandria C. Jones, Stacia Alexandra Neal
SORRENTO, LA - Karlissea Sierra Hives
SOUTH PASADENA, CA - Fina Maria Morga
SPARKS, NV - Briana Marie Galati
STERLING, MA - Kassandra Noelle Blanchard
SUMTER, SC - Courtney Elizabeth Gainey, Robbie L. Gainey
SWANSEA, IL - Ramona Marie Jones
SYCAMORE SQUARE, VA - Anita Southers Bennett
TALLAHASSEE, FL - Kamilah Shermaine Lawson
THORSBY, AL - B. Shawn Bright
TOMBALL, TX - Demetress Desiree Cornegay
TUNNEL HILL, GA - Tara Middleton Hudson
VILLE PLATTE, LA - Macey Danielle Aucoin
VIOLET, LA - Andre Eric Brown
WALESKA, GA - Zara Elizabeth Lanier Evans
WILDWOOD, FL - Alphonso Sanders, Sr.
ZACHARY, LA - Jelesia Janae Sellars

Bachelor of Science
BLANCHARD, LA - Joseph Allen Valentine
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Christopher Ryan Carter, Christopher Jacob Scott Mason, Kimberly Ann Parker, DeMeika Fields Phillips, Allison May Polinard, Connor Edward Powell, Richard Miles Smart, Aaron Gregory Stanfield, Tara Kate Wooten
GEORGETOWN, TX - Caleb Bryant Killian
GRAND CANE, LA - Hannah Gamble Touchton
HAUGHTON, LA - Hannah Faith Frost, Jessica Faith Williams
HOUSTON, TX - Jacob Odom Honeycutt
KEITHVILLE, LA - Joseph Tyler Cox, Brittany Kristen Green, Brandi Renee Nunnery
LONGVIEW, TX - Jennifer Rae Maillet

STONEWALL, LA - Cameron Reed Burns, Christy Anne Fontenot

VIVIAN, LA - Faith Elizabeth Green

School of Education
Master of Education

ARLINGTON, TN - Jamie Catherine Sirico
AUSTIN, TX - Rebecca Cottongim
BATON ROUGE, LA - Robin Hutchinson Cotton, Donielle Lynn Edwards, Diana M. LaFargue, Alaina Demicia Plant, Bridgett Kimbrough Plunket
BELGRADE, MT - Tracey Lynn Sarvis
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Tianna Shanae Andrews, Steven R. Miramontz
BUECHE, LA - Toshia Johnson Mitchell
CARENCRO, LA - Shalita Nicole Manuel
CARY, NC - Claudia Ellers
CHARLOTTE, NC - Jasmine Sherone Davis
CHURCH POINT, LA - Brittany Nicole Moronta
CONOWINGO, MD - Janice W. Lloyd
COUShattA, LA - Ranette Babers Smith
DENHAM SPRINGS, LA - Amy Jane Chapman, Jacquelyn Dunlap
ESTELL MANOR, NJ - Brittany Margaret Colon
GEORGETOWN, LA - Melanie Rousseau Floyd
HARVEY, LA - Nicole Raquel Cage-Smith
HAUGHTON, LA - Courtney Hilger Gaspard
HUSSER, LA - Heather J. Husser
LAFAYETTE, LA - Amanda Renee Blanco
LAKE CHARLES, LA - Kelly R. McDaniel
MAGNOLIA, MS - De'Lisha Charlene Lowery
MANSFIELD, LA - KaTina Yvette Lane
MARINGOUIN, LA - Ursula Fowler Harris
METAIRIE, LA - Deneisha Lachelle Adams-Harry
MONTROSE, CO - Melissa Beth Good
NEW ORLEANS, LA - Jennifer King McCormack
PEARL, MS - Carnesha S. Bennett
PLAQUEMINe, LA - Gevonne Lynnette Ruffins
PONCHATOULA, LA - Katie Marie Campbell
SHREVEPORT, LA - Jamie Michelle Fields, Pheadre' Genea Goines, Kimberly Michelle Gyce, Dee Ann Havis, Melissa Jo Robinson, Mandi Michelle Trosclair
VIDALIA, LA - Victoria Lemoine Marling
VILLE PLATTE, LA - Shelly Dené Vidrine Fontenot

Bachelor of Science
BENTON, LA - Holli Thomas McHan
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Kevin Wayne Gallion, Alison Elyssa Grantham, Stephanie Taylor May
DUBBERLY, LA - Jessica Brooke Winters
PELICAN, LA - Katie Lynne Jinks
SHREVEPORT, LA - Cori Adonia Basco, Brady Ann Elizabeth Chamlee, Zara Maria Collins, Jennifer Michelle Starr, Tichina Raychelle Wilson

Bachelor of Arts
BOSSIER CITY, LA - David W. Beeson
SHREVEPORT, LA - Aubrey Heather Garcia

Doctorate of Education
SHREVEPORT, LA - David Warren Hylan, Jr., Christi Moore Rinaudo

School of Human Sciences
Master of Public Health
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Shamsideen Oladimeji Ali
ELM GROVE, LA - Laura Vello
SHREVEPORT, LA - Brian Lee Byrd, Marilyn C. McKissick, Philip Assaad Haddad, Lindsay Anita Michel, Christian Asha Williams

Master of Science
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Rachel Elaine Lofton
SHREVEPORT, LA - Danielle Rachelle Adams, Marissa Lee Kees, Lauren Katherine Moody

Bachelor of Science
AUSTIN, AR - Caleb Taylor Ray
BARKSDALE A.F.B., LA - Angela Coulter
BOSSIER CITY, LA - Jacoby Dewayne Beene, l'Munique Devoin Bryant, Holllie Michelle Cecil, Rachel Lindsey Feducia, Latosha P. Grant, Kendall Nicole Hagler, Lacey Halphen, Scott Charles Hooper, Candance Muriel Lee, Sarah Elizabeth McGee, Iva Renee Prescott, Danielle Marie Stephens, Catherine Lesley Walker
DERIDDER, LA - Doriell Danynday Hayes
DODDRIDGE, AR - Craig Lee Brown
HALL SUMMIT, LA - Ashley-Kate McNatt
HAUGHTON, LA - Jaelyn Leigh McClain, Danesha Lynne Rhodes
MANSFIELD, LA - Tyler Leigh Foshee
PINE CITY, NY - Jared David Fleming
RED OAK, TX - Johniesha La'Shay Major
Louisiana State University Shreveport is a public university proudly serving the Shreveport-Bossier educational community with more than 20 undergraduate degree programs, a dozen master's degree programs (including the new online MBA), and a Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) in Leadership Studies, as well as over 70 student organizations. LSUS is a member of the LSU System, and provides a number of centers and institutes that serve as valuable economic development and educational resources to the community, as well as to our students. To find out more about LSUS, call 318-797-5000, or visit www.lsus.edu.